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On 2 May 2022, when I went up to the mountains in Colorado to seek 
the LORD and pray, I never expected to return to find out that on the 

first day there was an unprecedented leak from the U.S. Supreme Court revealing the expected 
overturn of Roe v. Wade.  Thank you to all who have been praying for years for that decision to 
be overturned, who prayed for me, and who are praying for our nation in this hour of crises.  
This is great news, but it has enormous positive as well as negative implications for the United 
States and beyond.  The Court’s decision is not final until it is issued in June.   
 
The positive implications are that if the Supreme Court justices admit the egregious error of 
the Court, uphold the U.S. Constitution, courageously hold the line and reverse Roe v. Wade 
and related decisions, then:   

• The Federal government no longer makes abortion policy for the nation;  

• The authority to make laws regulating abortion within each State reverts to each State;  

• The power is restored to the people within each State, who can easily have direct 
contact with their own representatives and lobby and influence them;  

• State governments would be free to prohibit, restrict, or authorize abortion; prohibit 
the operation of any abortion clinics; and apply the same regulation, sanitary, and 
inspection requirements on current or former clinics as on all other medical facilities;  

• 18-27 States either have laws that protect preborn children, or could be used to enforce 
protection, or are seeking to change their constitutions, or that would be triggered into 
effect if Roe v. Wade is overturned (per NRLC, see below).      

 
The profound negative revelations and implications include:     

• The stunning unrestrained willingness at the highest national level to murder innocent 
children, exemplified by the Biden Administration and the Democratic bill narrowly 
defeated this week in the Senate, that would have arbitrarily imposed abortion on 
demand up to birth nationwide;   

• The reality that tens of millions of Americans elect candidates—who represent them—
who support killing unborn children;   

• 23-24 States would continue to sanction or permit abortion (per NRLC, see below);   

• The unprecedented leak of the draft Supreme Court opinion, revealing their intent to 
overturn Roe v. Wade, means trust was destroyed within the highest court of the land.   

 
Supreme Court:  Mutual trust is like the glue that holds marriages, families, churches, 
companies, courts, and nations together; without it they break apart or become dysfunctional.  
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Since the Court was formed in 1789, the justices were able to consider matters before the 
Court, make independent decisions, and write opinions without political firestorms and 
external pressures because of the sacred trust and mutual respect held with each other and 
staff.  This leak was the first in its history, and puts the safety and independence of the court, 
and the lives of the justices and their families, at risk (photo: Jackson Elliot/The Epoch Times).  
To restore trust, the person who leaked the opinion should be impeached or terminated.  If it 
was a justice, this is an impeachable offense.  If it was a clerk or staff member, they should be 
fired.  Rebuilding trust is possible, but will be a journey of truth, integrity, humility and restoring 
relationships.  
 
Where the States stand:  National Right to Life has put together an excellent analysis and map 
of the States of the U.S.A., there current policies, and policies that would be triggered by the 
overturning of Roe:  https://www.nrlc.org/uploads/communications/factsheet_postroe.pdf  
 
Please pray for each member of the U.S. Supreme Court, their families, clerks and staff, 
including for their safety and protection.  Pray also that the majority of justices will be strong 
and courageous, and do what they know is right in overturning Roe v. Wade.   
 
Work will multiply:  If the Supreme Court revokes the Roe v. Wade decision next month, work 
for pro-life organizations, legislators and officials will multiply in each State.  Each State will be 
free to determine their own policy.      
 
Support:  The Global Life Campaign is uniquely qualified to bring historical, global, national, and 
state level understanding to the tragedy of abortion, and the necessity for genuine repentance.  
Repentance is also essential for the power and grace of God to be released so that State 
governments will restore full legal protection for preborn babies and pregnant mothers.  The 
GLC is preparing to be of service to clergy, churches, pro-life organizations, legislators and 
officials.  We are looking for 300 new donors to contribute $25, $50, or $100 or more per 
month.  Will you be one of the 300?  Donate through www.GLC.life.  
 
For the sacred gift of every human life and remembrance of children unborn,   
 

Thomas W. Jacobson,  
Founder & Executive Director  
Global Life Campaign  
TJacobson@GLC.life   
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